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Mission and Vision
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Mission (from Strategic Plan) 

• attract, engage, aid, and retain a diverse set of members
• worldwide: theoretical, managerial and applications
• technical, chapter and society activities 

Vision (from Strategic Plan)

– be recognized for outstanding contributions in the fields of AESS
– demonstrate this through the Society’s products, service and offerings

Within three years and in a joint effort of relevant VPs such as 
Membership Services, Education, Industrial Relations, Confer-
ences substantially strengthen the Chapter activities to make 
AESS more attractive to old and new members.  



Report on EU-AESS Chapters 
meeting 11-12-2016

Venue:  Mercure airport hotel, Amsterdam
Present:

Dr. Leo P. Ligthart (AESS international 
Director Europe)

Dr. Heinz Wipf (AESS chapter chair Switzerland)
Dr. Mark Bentum (AESS chapter chair Benelux)
Dr. Wolfgang Koch (AESS chapter chair Germany)
E.M.H.M. Ligthart-Versaevel (report)

Extra reports received from Chapter Chairs who could not 
attend:  Denmark, Poland, Slovakia, Ukraine, France
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Prime problem in EU-AESS Chapters/Sections

Insufficient funding for Chapter lectures which are 
important for knowledge transfer, recruiting new 
members, and promoting IEEE-AESS

Main criticism: AESS members in EU pay IEEE fee but 
AESS-EU chapters hardly benefit. 
Zero funding by AESS is criticized, other societies 

have  different attitude.

Prime request: Partial (20% to 30%) BoG funding as 
support for organizing chapter events in Mid- and 
Eastern-European countries especially. 
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Actions derived from the Amsterdam meeting (1)

1.   Recruiting new members (Wolfgang)

• In order to illustrate the benefits of being member of AESS there should come a 
marketing plan. Benefit of being an IEEE-AESS member is access to IEEE-Xplore.                         
Question: “Access to IEEE-Xplore extended to more societies”? 

• No recognition for IEEE in EU companies and research organizations; no impact 
for members in their job or salary. 

• IEEE membership can play a role in academia (but more important are the H 
and Citation index). 

• For EU industry recognition as Chartered Engineer becomes important.
• AESS chapters in EU may fulfil a platform role to stimulate future applications in 

traditional and new AESS areas. The applications require challenging technology 
and system developments. System-oriented approach for these applications is 
characteristic for AESS. 

• Multi-disciplinary / system-related research is a key future topic for AESS in EU. 
• New ideas: 

• for “critical mass”  make a special AESS EU chapter’s LinkedIn group. 
• Also creating an IEEE + young engineer + industry platform which organizes workshops. Students should 

get an one year AESS membership for free when they attend the workshop. 
• Ideas to have student competitions should be worked out.

• Mind mapping about all the ideas mentioned during the meeting will be set up.



Actions derived from the Amsterdam meeting (2)
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2.  Funding issue (Leo): If BoG is willing to give financial support, EU AESS chapter 
chairs should prepare a budget overview and present plans how to strengthen 
EU AESS chapters and how to organize needed regional AESS activities

3.  Membership (Wolfgang): With the help from national engineering organizations and 
support from the BoG, AESS more active members will show up at events 
organized by EU AESS chapters. Note: importance of building up alliances 
between national engineering organizations and IEEE.

4.  Conferences (Leo): Limited IEEE support for national conferences because (too) 
many conferences result into lower quality of the papers. Academia may think 
differently.  

5.  Creating an IEEE-EU network between the chapters (Wolgang, Leo):
IEEE-EU representatives in areas as ICT and Energy, but none in Aerospace 
Electronic Systems (http://www.ieee.org/about/ieee europe/index.html) 
IEEE representatives are not well-known in EU organizations. 
Koch will analyze the options for an IEEE-EU establishment

http://www.ieee.org/about/ieee%20europe/index.html
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Actions derived from the Amsterdam meeting (3)

6. IEEE-USA is unknown in EU, exists for many years and supports USA members in 
many useful ways including political lobbying for the profession, employment 

issues like: salary, insurance, career planning, self-employment,
consulting networks, industry job offers, and professional networks 
(see https://ieeeusa.org).

Explore establishing IEEE-EU based on IEEE-USA organization (Wolfgang, Leo): 
Inquire information related to the IEEE-USA organization and find out how to 

establish the IEEE-EU organization. 
Apparently, a legal entity IEEE-EU exists in Geneva, Switzerland. 
IEEE GmbH c/o Fiducia-Intergest SA, rue Joseph-Girard 24 CH-1227 Carouge. 
However, we have no experience with it

7. Issues mentioned in chapters reports (Leo)
Strategic plan shows what has been done, not what could (not) be reached 
Set up of a federation of small chapters. Leo will discuss first with the EU 

chapters and then make a proposal for the BoG. 
Attending lectures of 1-2 hours not attractive when to travel more than 1 hrs
Promoting member benefits (see Ignite presentation of IEEE summit 2014)
Some chapters disappointed; more visibility by publishing chapter reports on 
the AESS website as well as the yearly reports by the international directors

https://ieeeusa.org/


Membership: Strategic Analysis

Key Observation: The local chapters pro-
vide THE sustainable link to the members.
An analysis of external factors provides 
more general insight in the situation.
The internal factors are much more 
specific with less potential insight.
A huge reservoir of new members is Re-
gion 8, including East- & non-Europeans. 
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Technological
Megatrends are pushing AES 
technologies, such as new 
materials, ICT, AI, drones, assi-
stance systems, autonomy

Political
- increasing relevance of 

defence and security
- AES are increasingly seen 

as national key technologies
- Internationalization of R&D 

vs. trend to national R&T

Socio-demographical
− Military forces accepted 
− Need for public security
− Mass market for AES 
− Critical Tech acceptance

Academia
− Accepted global players in 

the field of AESS
− Using IEEE AESS formats: 

conferences, journals, DL.

Research Institutions
− Strong view on applications
− Transfer: link between 

academia and AES industry
− Equivalents in many, not all 

countries: ONERA, e.g.
− Consultants to customers 

Industry
− Interest in AES education
− Standardization issues etc.
− consortia for public CfP
− Technology watch

IEEE AESS Members are  
global promotors of 

progress, application, 
education, acceptance 

Competitors
− Similar local societies, often 

with a very long tradition
− Individual personalities at 

universities, industry 
− Other quickly expending  

engineering societies

Customers
− Reluctant national defence

and security institutions
− Very strong new players 

outside and unaware of the 
AES, such as automotive, 
mobile comms, logistics, …

Analysis of the External Factors



Model Activities for Simulating Chapters?



Model Activities for Simulating Chapters?

• Swarm Centric 
Systems 

• Deep Learning



DL and 
AESS promotion
via Skype

Model Activities for Simulating Chapters?



Model Activities for Simulating Chapters?



Strategic Objectives
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Strengthen and vitalize the chapter activities!

– Identify AESS membership benefits for the members
 AESS membership fee includes access to AESS Digital Library (200 

AESS conferences). If one wants the library, join the AESS. About 
half the IEEE societies offer a digital library of their conferences.

– Distribute AESS relevant tech watch information 
towards the local Chapters

– Get informed of the current status of local chapters
 Done for the Dutch, Swiss, and German Chapters
 Ongoing discussions with the Polish Chapter 
 Support of creating a Morocco Chapter, ongoing
 Considerable interest in several Arabic Countries
 More communication, perhaps via LinkedIn?
 SWOT analysis? Rather generic if of more general interest



Initiatives and Actions
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Survey of Chapter activities by introducing Leo and Wolfgang who 
provide an overview of Dutch, Swiss, and German activities.
Strengthen the link to the strong Polish Chapter via personal 
contacts and stablish a strategic core team with them (key to the 
east?). At least partial funding for cross-chapter activities?
Establish a LinkedIn group of AESS chapters, at first with a focus 
on Region 8 (i.e. including the non-Europeans).
– Contact information 
– Current activities
– Tech Watch Documents

Provide simple guidelines for Chapter Chairs
– How to establish a new chapter?
– How to invite a DL? What about cost?
– What are examples of chapter activities?

Draft a generic annual email for local Chapter Chairs to encourage 
renewal or signing in AESS in their countries.
Provide a list of concrete benefits of AESS membership
Alliances with local tech institution: “very friendly, but … “ 
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